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Environmental destruction recently has been  uncontrollable, because of two factors classified as natural 

factors, namely natural disaster and human error such as illegal logging. Management and environmental 

conservation in Indonesia is regulated in Laws Number 32 in 2009 on the conservation and  management 

of environment. In certain regions already have their own rules relating to the management and 

conservation of the environment. This order is always sustainable environment and one of its functions is 

to utilize the potential of local of each area. This is needed, because they have a reciprocal relationship, 

natural supplies needed by the people sometimes take more of a conservation area. The role of local 

wisdom applied in environmental conservation aims to harmonize the implementation of environmental 

conservation. also required the participation of the government in the form of policies relating to the 

management and conservation of nature based on local wisdom. This research aims to look at how the 

role of local wisdom in the management and protection of the environment so that a new model could in 

policy formulation. Data were collected using the method of literature studied from several supporting 

literature. The results of this study show you some examples of local wisdom used to preserve the 

environment e.g., local knowledge awig awig in North Lombok, the oral tradition in Wakatobi and 

kosmoligis Malay traditional with the intention that the same thing can be done by other areas in 

accordance with the potential of local wisdom each region in environmental conservation. As input is that 

the values of local wisdom should be the regulation of its own or along with government policies in the 

management and protection of the environment.   
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1. Introduction  
In a globalization development, there are a lot of advantages as the impact of development who has 

been developed surely impact on transformation seen from area arrangement field, social values, 

technological advantaging until management aspect and environmental utilizing. One of thing usually 

being highlight is an environmental function diverting for certain authorities. Base on Constitutional 

Laws of Indonesian Republic Number 32 in 2009 about Conservation and Ecosystem Management article 

1 paragraph 1 that this ecosystem is unity area with all object, power, condition, and creature, including 

human and their behavior, which is impact on its nature, continuity livelihood, and human prosperity 

together with others. The ecosystem explanation gives a real illustration that a discussion about 

environment while we discuss about something relates to universe completing each other for continuity 

livelihood together. The environment is not only human owned but also various creatures in order 

management and environmental conservation have to be arranged seriously. The cause of environmental 

damage because of two factors as follows:   

1. Natural factor such as slide, flood, tsunami, earthquake, eruption, etc.  
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2. Human error factor such as forest fire, illegal chase, etc.  

Into a lot of development policies is often causing environmental damage such as area function changes 

into housing, shopping centre, horticulture, etc who impact on irregular of environmental arrangement. 

They should be priority among globalization advantage quickly, to protect environmental conservation 

while it should be implemented equally for conserve it and one of effort who able to be done by utilizing 

the local wisdom potentiate. Why should be local wisdom? Qandhi [1: p.84] stated that local wisdom 

created as interaction process between human with their environment aiming to fulfill their various 

necessities. This opinion explores us about environmental understanding and local wisdom has a 

reciprocal that can’t be separated, start from communities realize their livelihood with all things supplied 

conversely they should be conserving and caring this nature existence. Thus appropriately if the local 

wisdom conserved into management effort and environmental conservation base on character and each 

region potentiate, the government should be notice onto this effort that has main goal for environmental 

preserving.      

 

2. Research Problem  
How does the local wisdom role into management and environmental preserving ?   

 

3. Method  
This research applies librarian approach where the data collecting source from a lot of references 

existance. 

 

4. Discussion  
Management and environmental preserving aren’t an issue recently but has become a problem and 

attention together. Contriving of Constitutional Laws Number 32 in 2009 about Conservation and 

Ecosystem Management couldn’t impact on its management and conservation able to be done correctly 

because the activity of environmental damage is still occur. By participate on environmental conservation 

existence thus we should be protecting universe and creatures from destruction. The question is why does 

destruction able to occur and relate to its damage? Surely we ever listen about global warming term, if 

one of impact of it is because of environmental damage like forest fire. Then who are should be blamed 

for this condition, is government? Is community? Is industrial owner? Or is stakeholder? It is difficult to 

blame which one is guilty because all of role onto environmental damage today. Looking for the guilty 

will not solve this problem and the right way is how we start something good into management and 

environmental conservation before it will be late.          

Management and environmental conservation becomes our mission together, start from community to 

government. A lot of public interest groups also participate into this activity. One of aspect able to be 

examined into management effort and environmental conservation are local wisdom side because they 

have been relating before, the local wisdom is previously role into this activity before campaigns of 

environmental conservation appear [8: p.26]. The other opinion states that wisdom of environment able to 

be seen from how our behavior onto things, plant, animal, and anything around us [5: p.1]. How does the 

local wisdom role into environmental conservation activity around this advantage today? The traditional 

or local wisdoms (traditional wisdom) are social system, politic, culture, economy and environment 

covering local community [4: p.110]. This is dynamic, continuity and able to be accepted [4: p.110]. 

Which means that local wisdom start from existence tradition in a community group, develop and done as 
part of community habit who influence on this community group. The local wisdom also functions to 

arrange life system with adapting values in order impact on community life system. This role usually rise 

and fall into its advantage today, it is seemingly eliminate because of immaterial reason with civilization 

advantage. While this idea surely contradicted because usually the policy is arranged without observing 

condition of low social in order it is tending to be forced. It is suitable with opinion which state that the 

local wisdom as far as lose together with development necessity characterize as centralistic and top down 

[5: p.2]. This opinion is definite right because in several policy relate to regional development sometime 

forgetting about local wisdom, one of example is cleaning up forest and changed with oil palm 

horticulture and so on. This impact is in 2015 we listened and saw how the forest fire happening in 

Sumatra and Kalimantan islands that cause disaster such as smog internationally hence the neighbor 
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country (Singapore, Malaysia) also affected. Then it should be stated to explore local wisdoms diversity 

as a party or a way to support regional development base on its power into solving problems of each 

regional prestigiously [5: p.2]. Ridwan opinions is good if it is analyzed by policies maker aiming to 

looking for local wisdom potentiates of each regional to manage and conserve environment from 

damaging and destruction. Here is the example of local wisdom utilizing into management and 

environmental conservation:    

1. On the community Wetu Telu of Bayan indigenous in North Lombok Regency of the Nusa Tenggara 

Barat province in addition to formal rule also there are rules-based local habits of the community 

through the application of customary law which is poured in the regulations of the indigenous village 

of forest management. This community has local wisdom Awig-Awig called used in forest resource 

management. If there is a violation then the question will not get the ministries of the Government of 

the village, religious services, and other services before paying off all of its obligations. In addition 

penalized a fine form of chicken, buffalo/cow, rice, brown sugar, 244 kepeng (ancient coins), 10 seeds 

the same plant when it is cut and if excessive then be penalized heavily. The success of local wisdom-

based forest management is evidenced by the indigenous forests are relatively awake at Bayan [2]. 

2. Oral tradition has long been known for his role in the conservation of the environment.  With sacred-

the myth of a forest or region, can the region's forests or protects from destruction/encroachment by 

humans. Oral tradition in the Wakatobi Southeast Sulawesi that has own mythical to protect the 

environment (sea and land). Some of these stories are: (1) Untu Wa Ode myth to a conservation area 

For Wa Ode at Koreo village of Wangi-wangi sub district, (2) Sangia Pasi Koko myth to protect Pasi 

Koko coral, (3) Mo'ori story tale to protect the area of forest conservation in Suo-Suo fortress in 

Tomia, (4) Buaya Emas story tale who protect forests mangrove area in Mbara-Mbara of Togo 

Binongko sub district. Through the stories orally of Wakotobi indigenous was able to build the 

awareness to the public, so that people have an awareness of the importance of the preservation of the 

environment at Wakotobi. On the other hand, there are doubts that they get when destroying the 

environment, such as drowning, condemned, and outbreaks of disease [3]. 

3. Cosmological Melayu Traditional sourced from shaman, bomo, pawang, kemantan, silat teacher, 

custom figures, the King and the sultan and Islamic teacher who have the role of each in the matter of 

preserving the environment. Of the values and teachings of Islam, Malay knows that every human 

being escorted or monitored by the Angel. Malay shaman makes the analogy that every living thing is 

certainly also there are guards, being in the form of wild animals and birds controlled by spirits called 

sikodi, being in the form of a tree on a wilderness inhabited by the bunian. From this traditional view, 

there are no citizens who dare to casually pick up much less destructive to the flora and fauna, if they 

need it so they enlisted the help of the shaman so feel safe taking it. The provisions of the customs that 

they use have heavy penalties against the destroyer of nature. Because, the destroyer of nature not only 

undermine the economic resources, but also destroys the source of various cultural activities, 

treatment, and others, which is very needed by the community [6]. 

A lot of this local wisdom above has their own consequence into implementation conformed by the local 

communities habits. Indeed will arise again a question, does the local wisdom became a milestone for the 

management and protection of the environment around civilization advantage? Or loss of recognition of 

local wisdom caused among other things by the absence of the awards and the recognition of the values of 

traditional wisdom [6: p. 46]. Whereas local wisdom must be the identity of the region and this is 

certainly an asset to every aspect of the development and construction of the region. Having seen that the 
major factor lies in the awards and recognition, then it can be said should local wisdom can still be a 

sturdy bulwark for the protection and management of the environment, and of course must be based on 

the existence of the recognition or the legality realized by the Government in the form of regulations areas 

that function binding directly or indirectly.  

 

5. Conclusion  
It must be admitted that the local wisdom isn’t fully applicable in the context of development and 

change, Akhmar Syafrudin (2007) and Lertzman (2010) suggests that local wisdom is not something that 

is static and not taboo for changes [2: p. 114]. This view gives a thought that it isn’t something taboo or 

things that cannot be changed, but the local wisdom is something that can be adapted to the changing 
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times. In order for local wisdom can go according to its functions, Ife & Toseriero (2008) says local 

wisdom must always adapted to the present context, it must not be inconsistent with the values of human 

rights and religion [2: p. 114] that the local wisdom should always be adapted to the current conditions, 

not necessarily consistent with the values of human rights and religion. However local wisdom in the 

management and protection of the environment is of course necessary in order for the values, habits, the 

life process, process development and so forth that are valid for this in an environment can continue to be 

maintained and not lost due to certain interests. This indicates that local wisdom must not necessarily will 

be lost by changing times with different rules and the interests of local wisdom therein, but must be 

included in the process of change in order to make local wisdom became opponent and markers of values 

prevailing in the life of society. The Government role and local institutions is indispensable in the 

management process and environmental protection, the Government is agree on behalf of regional 

development in the control of environmental functions but local institutions should be included so as not 

to happen "environment cleansing" within the meaning of the destruction of the environment in which 

community groups lent his life. In addition local wisdom values are passed down through generations of 

ancestors should be made into its own regulation or included along with government policy in the 

management and environment protection. 
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